Initial uncertainty in Pavlovian reward prediction persistently elevates incentive salience and extends sign-tracking to normally unattractive cues
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HIGHLIGHTS
- Reward uncertainty elevates the attraction of multiple predictive cues.
- Reward uncertainty also recruits non-preferred exposed and distal cues.
- Incentive salience attribution remains persistently enhanced by initial uncertainty.
- Uncertainty directs motivation toward cues and away from reward itself.
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ABSTRACT

Uncertainty is a component of many gambling games and may play a role in incentive motivation and cue attraction. Uncertainty can increase the attractiveness for predictors of reward in the Pavlovian procedure of autoshaping, visible as enhanced sign-tracking (or approach and nibbles) by rats of a metal lever whose sudden appearance acts as a conditioned stimulus (CS+) to predict sucrose pellets as an unconditional stimulus (UCS). Here we examined how reward uncertainty might enhance incentive salience as sign-tracking both in intensity and by broadening the range of attractive CS+s. We also examined whether initially induced uncertainty enhancements of CS+ attraction can endure beyond uncertainty itself, and persist even when Pavlovian prediction becomes 100% certain. Our results show that uncertainty can broaden incentive salience attribution to make CS cues attractive that would otherwise not be (either because they are too distal from reward or too risky to normally attract sign-tracking). In addition, uncertainty enhancement of CS+ incentive salience, once induced by initial exposure, persisted even when Pavlovian CS–UCS correlations later rose toward 100% certainty in prediction. Persistence suggests an enduring incentive motivation enhancement potentially relevant to gambling, which in some ways resembles incentive-sensitization. Higher motivation to uncertain CS+s leads to more potent attraction to these cues when they predict the delivery of uncertain rewards. In humans, those cues might possibly include the sights and sounds associated with gambling, which contribute a major component of the play immersion experienced by problematic gamblers.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Gambling addiction has become an increasing burden on American society, and possibly worsened by the widespread introduction of video and online gambling [1]. One of the key features that makes games so fun to play and gambling so potentially addictive is uncertainty [2]. In gambling, uncertainty is conveyed through low reliability between the lights and sounds (cues) associated with playing and the winning outcome that they predict. Typically, cues that predict reward will attract attention and therefore are more likely to induce cue-directed behaviors, and the attraction in gambling can outweigh any appraisal that overall odds are against the player. For this reason, cue lights and sounds can become powerfully motivating to a gambler. For example, college students expressed increased craving to gamble...
when presented with visual cues or imagery associated with gambling [3].

Autoshaping is a Pavlovian conditioning phenomenon that captures the incentive salience attraction attributed to predictive cues even in animals. Incentive salience attribution transforms such cues into motivational magnets. In autoshaping, a metal lever emerges from a wall for several seconds, serving as a conditioned stimulus (CS) to predict an immediately subsequent presentation of a rewarding unconditioned stimulus (UCS) such as palatable food. Although no instrumental action is required to earn the UCS presentation, rats do not passively sit and wait for the food [4,5]. Instead, some individuals become sign-trackers as the CS–UCS association is learned, approaching and vigorously sniffing, nibbling, biting, grappling and consequently pressing the CS+ lever that predicts reward. Other individuals become goal-trackers, equally triggered by CS+ presentation, but directlying their approach, sniffs and nibbles to the physical location or goal dish where the sucrose reward actually appears. The goal dish is minimally predictive of UCS (being present both during UCS delivery and absence) but maximally proximal to UCS (close in space and time to reward receipt), whereas the CS+ lever is maximally predictive as a discrete event highly correlated with UCS delivery, but is more distal to the physical UCS pellet. Finally, some other individuals show comparable amounts of both behavior types, and are considered to be intermediates [6–8]. Motivational attraction to the Pavlovian cues reflects the amount of incentive salience attributed to that cue, and attraction to the discrete predictive CS+ in particular has been suggested to reflect increased susceptibility to addictive behavior and disorders of impulse control [6,9,10].

Traditionally in learning theory, the incentive value of a CS varies with its associative correlation (predictive value) to UCS prediction [11,12]. Thus a 100% certain CS predictor has maximum predictive strength [13], and should have highest incentive value. However, there is evidence that the incentive and predictive components of a learned reward predictor can be dissociated [14]. For example, pharmacological/physiological manipulations of mesolimbic dopamine levels in the nucleus accumbens alter the incentive, but not the predictive, value of a CS in a reversible fashion [8,15–17]. Furthermore, prediction certainty of a Pavlovian CS may in some circumstances detach from incentive value. A CS that predicts UCS with 100% correlation is highly certain, whereas a different CS that predicts reward with a probability of only 50% would be highly uncertain. There is evidence to suggest that under similar conditions of reward uncertainty, rats as well as humans, sometimes tend to more often approach and work harder for rewards whose delivery is uncertain (i.e., impossible to predict) rather than for rewards obtained with certainty [4,18–24]. Regarding sign-tracking specifically, we showed in a previous autoshaping study that an uncertain CS+ (i.e., 50% of trials rewarded) that predicts a varying and uncertain magnitude of UCS reward (i.e., UCS was either 1.2 or 3 sucrose pellets on a random basis) could attract more approaches and nibbles than a CS+ that predicted reward with 100% certainty [25]. In other words, there was greater incentive salience attribution to the uncertain CS+, which might or might not be rewarded on any given trial (and if so, with uncertain magnitude of reward) than to the more certain CS that always predicted reward. This indicates that uncertain cues for rewards, although less predictive than cues for certain rewards, can possess greater incentive salience – a result in accordance with the findings that the predictive and the incentive components of reward rely on two distinct processes. At a neuronal level, there is evidence to suggest that reward uncertainty can enhance extracellular dopamine levels in nucleus accumbens [26], and sign-tracking also involves a greater dopaminergic response [5,6,9]. Human pathological gambling also has been related to striatal dopamine [27], and compulsive gambling severity is associated with larger dopamine responses [28].

The above suggests that reward uncertainty is a source of incentive motivation, and that uncertainty motivation can be studied in animals by means of sign-tracking. The present study investigates whether the motivating power of uncertainty can actually extend incentive value to cues that are normally not attractive. In addition, we also aimed to assess whether CS+ incentive enhancement by uncertainty could persist beyond the termination of uncertain conditions, and appear subsequently even if reward prediction became 100% certain. Persistence could be relevant to long-term motivational effects that might contribute to compulsive gambling, which is known to depend (at least, in part) on dysregulation of the dopaminergic control of motivated behavior [29].

2. Experiment 1

This experiment aimed to determine (a) whether uncertain rewards can persistently hold a rats’ interest despite a reduction in uncertainty and (b) whether reward uncertainty would assign greater incentive value (sign-tracking) to cues normally not preferred. For example, previous studies have shown that pigeons will choose to consistently sign-track when the CS is close to the location of the UCS delivery or goal, but goal-track when the CS is further away from that location [30], suggesting that distal cues normally do not acquire much if any incentive salience. In addition, previous pilot studies in the lab had shown an apparent spontaneous preference for the more sheltered (less exposed) of two equally proximal cues. As previously [25], we used a combination of a 50% probability and variable magnitude in order to induce uncertainty, but here we also incorporated location uncertainty: rats did not know which lever – among three possible – would be presented on a given trial.

2.1. Materials and methods

2.1.1. Animals and housing conditions

Female Sprague-Dawley rats (N = 24; 110–150 days old) were bred and reared by the research group from animals purchased from Harlan. Animals were weaned at 21 days of age and housed (cage: 25 × 45 × 20 in.) in groups of 2–3 animals (by gender) with possible litter effects controlled for by randomizing litter assignment across groups, with only a few animals from each litter being assigned to any one group. Shortly prior to the start of the experiment, rats were food restricted (15–20 g of Purina lab chow per rat per day) until reaching approximately 90% of free-feeding body-weight. Rats were housed under a reverse 12:12 h light–dark cycle (light on at 9 pm) at about 21 °C. They had ad libitum access to tap water for the duration of the experiment. All experimental procedures were approved by the University Committee on the Use and Care of Animals at the University of Michigan.

2.1.2. Apparatus

Autoshaping chambers (30 cm × 24 cm × 21 cm) contained four levers (4.5 cm × 2 cm) and a recessed sucrose pellet dish (3 cm × 2 cm × 1 cm). The dish was located in the center of the front wall near to the floor of the chamber. It contained an infrared beam and sensor that recorded an entry each time the beam was broken. Two levers were located on the same (front) wall of the box that contained the sucrose delivery dish or CS goal: one on each side of the dish, and therefore both levers were proximal to the goal dish. Two additional levers were on the opposite or back wall, positioned to mirror the front wall levers, but more distal to the CS goal being separated by 30 cm of open space. Further, one of the two proximal levers, and one of the two distal levers, were positioned near the side door that when open exposed the external room, and through which an experimenter’s hand retrieved the rat at the end of trials. The other proximal and other distal levers were further inside the chamber away from the door,
and therefore more sheltered from the outside and the hand of the experimenter. Thereafter, these four levers will be referred to as proximal sheltered lever (PS), proximal exposed lever (PE), distal sheltered (DS) and distal exposed (DE) levers. The distal exposed lever was designated as the control lever and remained extended (but never illuminated) throughout every training session and responses on this lever were recorded but bore no consequence. Only the three remaining CS levers (PS, PE, DS) had a light at the base that was turned on with their presentation and an auditory tone (2.9 kHz) was also produced in order to increase the chance of detecting the lever. Lever presses and nose entries into the goal dish were recorded using MedPC® software and Med Associates® hardware, and all behaviors were video recorded through a camera positioned below the transparent floor. Boxes were placed in cabinets whose doors were shut during the training sessions in order to ensure reduced ambient light and noise. Red LED house lights were mounted to the ceiling and floor of the cabinets and turned on during the training sessions.

2.1.3. Groups and experimental conditions

Rats were randomly divided into two groups of eight individuals. In the first group, referred to as the initially high uncertainty group, the rats were initially subjected to high levels of uncertainty (lever location, reward probability, and reward magnitude) for the first 8 days, followed by decreasing levels of uncertainty every 8 days for a total of 24 days. In the second group, referred to as the initially low uncertainty group, the rats began with low levels of uncertainty (lever location only), and were then subjected to increasing levels of uncertainty every 8 days for a total of 24 days. As shown in Fig. 1, the three training blocks defining uncertainty level were performed as follows:

- **High Uncertainty Block (50%-1-2-3)**: location, probability, and magnitude uncertainty (eight sessions). Lever presentation was random and followed by no reward on 50% of trials. On the other 50% of trials when a reward was delivered, it consisted of 1, 2 or 3 sucrose pellets with an equal probability (16.7%).
- **Moderate Uncertainty Block (50%-2)**: location and probability uncertainty (eight sessions). On the 50% of trials when random lever presentation was followed by a reward, the reward was always two sucrose pellets – no pellets were delivered in the other 50% of trials.
- **Low Uncertainty Block (100%-1)**: location uncertainty (eight sessions). On every trial, rats were presented with one of three levers (two front levers and one back lever) on a random basis for 8 s. Immediately after lever retraction, a single sucrose pellet was delivered into the dish.

An additional unpaired control group (N = 8) was run to examine the effects of pseudo-conditioning. These animals received 8 consecutive days of training under high uncertainty conditions (location, probability, and magnitude uncertainty: 50%-1-2-3) but received the CS unpaired, rather than paired, with respect to the UCS.

2.1.4. Procedure

All the rats were handled three times and familiarized with 45-mg sucrose pellets in their home cage the day before the experiment began. They were then trained to receive sucrose pellets from the dish by delivering 25 sucrose pellets in succession (ITI 30–90 s) in the absence of lever presentation.

The rats of each group were subjected to three training blocks (see above), each block consisting of 8 consecutive daily sessions of 40 trials (ITI 30–90 s), where animals received 38–42 sucrose pellets during each session. As mentioned above, the initially high uncertainty group of rats received blocks of decreasing uncertainty starting with high uncertainty, then moderate uncertainty, and ending with the low uncertainty block (where 100% of trials were rewarded with a single pellet). The initially low uncertainty group of rats received blocks of increasing uncertainty starting with low uncertainty (100% of trials were rewarded), then moderate uncertainty, and ending with the high uncertainty block. So doing, all the rats were exposed to the three reward uncertainty levels, where the order of exposure was the only difference between groups. At the conclusion of each block the rats were given a 2–4 day break in testing. Food restriction was continued throughout these periods. Rats were returned to their home cage at the end of each session.

A trial started with the presentation of an illuminated lever (together with the tone turned on) and ended with the retraction of the lever (and the tone turned off) 8 s later. The location of the lever presented on any given trial (PS, PE or DS) was randomly selected with equal probability (1/3) of occurrence for each lever.

2.1.5. Behavioral video scoring and data collection

The number of lever presses and magazine entries was computer-recorded during every CS lever occurrence for each of the 24 sessions of the experiment. In addition, training days 1, 8, and 24 were video recorded for complementary behavior analysis. This analysis was performed for the behaviors mentioned below by manual counting or measure using frame-by-frame or ½ speed analysis of the video recordings on each of the three video scoring days (1, 8, 24). All of these behaviors were scored for the 8-second duration of every third occurrence of a specific lever CS+ – i.e., presentations 1–3–6–9–12. This allowed us to obtain a regular, systematic sampling throughout the key sessions in the different groups. In addition, a portion of these behaviors (all except nibble, slow bite, slow dive, speed and latency) were also scored during the 8 s prior to every third CS+ presentation of each type, using the slot in the wall from which the lever is extended as the target for lever directed behaviors, in order to establish a baseline level of responding for comparison to CS+.

- **Look**: head movement toward the lever or magazine without approaching it.
- **Approach**: body (other than head) movement toward the lever or magazine (does not require contact with either the lever or magazine).
- **Lever/Magazine contact**: the lever or magazine was approached to within a distance < 1 cm.
- **Sniff**: small amplitude, short duration exploratory movement of the lever or magazine with the nose, making little or limited contact.
• **Nibble**: small amplitude, short duration exploratory movement of the lever or magazine with the mouth, making contact.
• **Slow bite (lever only)**: orally grasping the lever between their mandibles.
• **Slow dive (magazine only)**: insertion of the nose and mouth into the food cup, as would normally occur when retrieving a sucrose pellet.
• **Distance from lever/magazine**: distance of the rat’s nose from the lever or magazine just before (last video frame) the lever emerges from the wall. (The same behavioral measure is used to note the distance from the lever and the magazine.)
• **Time latency before lever/magazine contact**: time elapsed before reaching the lever or magazine once the lever became available.
• **Speed before lever/magazine contact**: ratio of the distance from lever/magazine to the time latency before contact.

### 2.1.6. Statistical analyses

Two-way ANOVAs were computed to determine the Group × Day effects with respect to the number of lever presses and of magazine entries. One-way ANOVAs were used in order to assess the effects of group on the behavioral parameters electronically recorded or extracted from videos. Most comparisons between two data sets were computed using planned comparisons or assessed separately by means of t-tests when appropriate. Repeated measures ANOVAs allowed us to compare sign-tracking and goal-tracking behaviors within a session, and across training trials. To determine whether an animal displayed a tendency toward either sign- or goal-tracking behavior, the probability that the animal would contact the presented CS lever cue after 8 days of training was compared to the probability of contacting either the CS cue or the magazine ([ProbLever]/[ProbLever + ProbMag]) × 100, providing a preference index for the lever CS range from 0 to 100%. An animal was deemed a sign-tracker if its lever preference was >66%, an intermediate if it was <66% but >33%, and a goal-tracker if it was <33%. Two-tailed tests were used and the null hypothesis was rejected at p < 0.05.

### 2.2. Results

#### 2.2.1. Uncertainty enhances the incentive salience attributed to cues

In most traditional autoshaping studies that have distinguished individual sign-tracking versus goal-tracking phenotypes, only a single immovable lever position is used as CS+ (often positioned on the same wall as the goal dish). By contrast, here three levers were used, including on the opposite wall, with the CS+ lever able to move location. Based on traditional classification criteria for phentyping individuals [7] using the goal-proximal lever, after 8 days of training most of our rats were sign-trackers in all groups: the initially low uncertainty group was comprised of 5 sign-trackers and 3 intermediates (no goal-trackers), while the initially high uncertainty group was composed of 8 sign-trackers. However, as described below, when behavior toward a distal lever located on the opposite wall far from the magazine was considered as an independent measure of sign-tracking, uncertainty levels appeared to have a strong impact on whether an individual was a sign-tracker or a goal-tracker. That is, for the initially high uncertainty rats, most individuals remained sign-trackers toward the distal CS+ lever (75%; 6 sign-trackers and 2 goal-trackers). By comparison, for the initially low uncertainty rats, traditional sign-tracker individuals mostly transformed into goal-trackers when a distal lever was used as CS+ (25%; 2 sign-trackers, 1 intermediate and 5 goal-trackers). For this reason, in results below, we do not classify individuals as sign- or goal-trackers. Instead we describe uncertainty effects on all individuals in the group under their current condition.

Beginning with the first day of training, rats in the initially high uncertainty group, pressed CS+ levers or showed overall more sign-tracking than rats initially subjected to the low uncertainty conditions (F(1,42) = 9.150, p = 0.004), suggesting an early impact of uncertainty on the attribution of incentive salience to the CS+. However, in the absence of any CS+, initially high uncertainty rats did not differ in their behavior during baseline periods (prior to CS+ lever insertion) from the rats in the initially low uncertainty group (t(1,45) = 0.916, p = 0.375). Initially high uncertainty conditions also resulted in a greater increase in lever pressing across the following 7 days when compared to initially low uncertainty conditions (Group: F(1,14) = 6.682, p = 0.021; but no Group × Day interaction: F(1,14) = 3.722, p = 0.074). The greater increase of pressing by rats in the initially high uncertainty group occurred despite an overall increase in lever pressing seen in both groups, reflecting a general acquisition of the Pavlovian task and the development of a CS motivational magnet (Day: F(1,14) = 49.438, p = 0.000). As shown in Fig. 2 (upper part), this uncertainty-based enhancement resulted on day 8 in an overall greater attraction to all three cues in the form of more lever presses (F(1,138) = 14.948, p = 0.000).

Regarding approach speed and consummatory actions when the CS+ lever was reached, repeated measure ANOVAs indicate that the number of lever-directed nibbles (F(2,26) ≥ 22.439, p ≤ 0.002) and the speed to reaching the lever (F(2,26) ≥ 32.851, p ≤ 0.001) both increased between days 1 and 8 for all CS+ levers, except for the DS lever in animals initially exposed to low uncertainty conditions for which there was no increase in nibbles (F(2,26) = 3.194, p = 0.114) and which even saw a slight decrease with respect to speed (F(2,26) = 5.613, p = 0.042). Fig. 3 indicates that exposure to 8 days of high uncertainty conditions transformed CS lever cues into more powerful motivational magnets, causing animals initially exposed to high uncertainty conditions to approach the CS+ levers more rapidly (F(1,42) ≥ 13.007, p ≤ 0.001), and attracting more vigorous interaction in the form of nibbles (F(1,42) = 9.514, p ≤ 0.003). Finally, the number of lever-directed sniffs decreased in both groups between days 1 and 8 (F(2,26) ≥ 5.545, p ≤ 0.043). The reduction in sniffs coupled with an increase in nibbles suggests a transition toward a more predominantly intense engagement with and greater interest toward the CS+ lever during its presentation.

In contrast, the animals initially exposed to low uncertainty conditions focused more of their attention on the CS dish (Fig. 4A), exhibiting a larger number of head intromissions (Group: F(1,14) = 5.287, p = 0.037; but no effect of Day and no Group × Day interaction: F(1,14) ≥ 1.683, p ≥ 0.215), where UCS pellets were delivered reliably after each cue encounter. A video analysis comparison between training days 1 and 8 indicated that these animals reached the magazine faster and faster during presentation of the CS+ (F(2,5) ≥ 12.638, p ≤ 0.007), presumably because they were more attracted by the CS dish relative to CS+ levers, whereas animals exposed initially to high uncertainty conditions took increasingly more time to reach the CS dish during the lever presentation across training days (F(2,5) ≥ 75.734, p < 0.001), by contrast to their faster approach to CS+ levers. In addition, responses on the control lever increased moderately across the first 8 days of training but showed no difference between the two groups (Group: F(1,14) = 0.289, p = 0.599; Day: F(7,98) = 2.592, p = 0.017; but no Group × Day interaction: F(7,98) = 1.263, p = 0.277; mean = 12.25 and 14.64 responses for low and high uncertainty respectively).

In contrast to animals in both the initially high and low uncertainty groups, animals undergoing pseudo-conditioning, consisting of unpaired (yet highly uncertain) CS+ and UCS presentations, showed a decrease in lever pressing across 8 sessions (F(1,7) = 5.947, p = 0.000; Fig. 4B), which was significantly lower than that of either of the paired groups (F(1,14) ≥ 8.484, p ≤ 0.011). There was also no effect of the CS presentation on the number of magazine entries, which remained elevated – 600–900 per session – across the 8
2.2. Uncertainty broadens the scope of incentive salience attribution: recruitment of distal cues (days 1–8)

Initially low uncertainty conditions meant that animals ignored the distal cue (DS lever on opposite wall, approximately 30 cm from dish) in favor of the cues located more proximally to the goal dish (on same wall as dish, 4 cm away). On the first day of training, animals exposed to low uncertainty conditions only came in contact with the DS lever on half (58%) of all cue presentations, and came to mostly ignore it, coming in contact on only 1/3 (36%) of all presentations after 8 days of training ($F_{1,7}^{}=4.314$, $p=0.076$).

In contrast, initially high uncertainty conditions recruited the DS lever from the very first day and had animals running to contact it on more than 75% of all cue presentations, increasing to more than 80% with 8 days of training. The impact of high uncertainty on higher recruitment of distal cues could be seen after only one day of training, at which point the number of presses of the distal lever, was already significantly higher in the group of initially high uncertainty compared with the group of initially low uncertainty ($t_{14}=3.279$, $p=0.005$; Fig. 2, bottom part), but equally high between the two groups for the proximal (PS and PE) levers (PS: $t_{14}=0.592$, $p=0.563$; PE: $t_{14}=1.163$, $p=0.264$). Video analysis indicated that rats exposed to only one session of high uncertainty also more often came in contact with the distal lever ($t_{14}=2.203$, $p=0.045$). Yet this did not reflect any initial individual differences prior to learning, since there was no difference in the amount of lever contact during the first five CS+ presentations ($t_{14}=1.768$, $p=0.115$), yet rather the level of attraction grew across the dozen trials of the first training session (last five CSs: $t_{14}=2.449$, $p=0.040$). In other words, one session of 40 trials under low or high uncertainty conditions was sufficient to induce differential responding, at least for the most distal CS+.

The increased attraction for the distal lever cue seen on the first day of training in the initially high uncertainty group only grew over the course of the following 7 days of high uncertainty exposure, leading to more attention (looks, approaches and contacts) being directed toward the distal lever than in the initially low uncertainty group (look: $F_{1,42}=16.691$, $p=0.000$; approach: $F_{1,42}=17.579$, $p=0.000$; contact: $F_{1,42}=15.693$, $p=0.000$; Fig. 5). Rats exposed to high uncertainty for 8 days displayed an increase in the speed to reach the distal lever ($F_{1,42}=18.097$, $p=0.000$; see Fig. 3) and an increase in the number of distal lever-directed nibbles ($F_{1,42}=9.514$, $p=0.003$), leading to a significantly greater number of presses for the distal lever on day 8 compared to the rats trained under low uncertainty ($F_{1,42}=12.785$, $p=0.001$). In contrast, high

---

**Fig. 2.** Number of lever presses in both groups of rats. Upper part: lever presses for all CS+ levers across varying levels of reward uncertainty. The initially high uncertainty group started with high uncertainty (d1–8) and ended with low uncertainty (d17–24), while the initially low uncertainty group started with low uncertainty (d1–8) and ended with high uncertainty (d17–24). Circles represent reward contingencies in each training block; * indicates significant differences ($p<0.05$) in total responding between groups on the last session of a training block; ** indicates significant differences ($p<0.01$) in responding within group on the last session of a training block; n.s. indicates a lack of significance. Bottom part: lever presses for each lever type (PS, PE, and DS) on sessions 1, 8, and 24. The rats of both groups pressed the PS lever in a similar way throughout training, but the rats of the initially high uncertainty group pressed the PE lever more than those of the initially low uncertainty group at the end of the first training block (on day 8). Interestingly, the distal lever was pressed to a larger extent by the rats of the initially high uncertainty group throughout training. Legends: "*" $p<0.01$, "**" $p<0.001$. Days ($F_{1,7}=2.871$, $p=0.134$). These results suggest that uncertainty alone does not produce enhanced attribution of incentive salience if the cue and reward are unpaired.
uncertainty significantly reduced the attraction (looks, approaches and contacts) directed at the CS goal dish only when the distal lever was presented (look: $F_{(1,42)} = 6.64, p = 0.013$; approach: $F_{(1,42)} = 6.682, p = 0.013$; contact: $F_{(1,42)} = 6.191, p = 0.017$).

Initial exposure to high uncertainty conditions effectively rendered distal cues as attractive as proximal cues, in contrast to animals initially exposed to low uncertainty conditions that greatly favored proximal cues and tended to mostly ignore the distal cue. When proximal and distal cues were explicitly compared, rats exposed to low uncertainty were naturally more drawn to proximal cues ($F_{(1,23)} = 7.135, p = 0.014$), whereas exposure to eight days of high uncertainty enhanced the attraction of distal cues to that of proximal cues, making them equally as attractive ($F_{(1,23)} = 0.067, p = 0.797$). In addition, the differences seen between the two groups after 8 days of training cannot be attributed simply to differences in the distribution of sign-trackers and goal-trackers in each group. Presentations of the PS lever led to predominantly sign-tracking rather than goal-tracking responses in both groups; 62.5% (5 sign-trackers; 3 intermediates) in the initially low uncertainty group versus 100% (8/8 sign-trackers) in the initially high uncertainty group ($t_{(14)} = 1.040, p = 0.316$). In contrast, presentation of the distal lever led to predominantly sign-tracking only in the high uncertainty group ($t_{(14)} = 2.331, p = 0.035$; high uncertainty: 6 sign-trackers; 2 goal-trackers; low uncertainty: 2 sign-trackers; 1 intermediate; 5 goal-trackers).

### 2.2.3. Uncertainty broadens the scope of incentive salience attribution: recruitment of exposed cues (days 1–8)

Beyond uncertainty recruiting and increasing incentive salience attributed to (distal) cues that are otherwise unattractive, repeated exposure to highly uncertain conditions also appeared to bias the attraction of animals toward ‘riskier’ (or more exposed) cues in comparison to ‘safer’ (or more sheltered) cues. Levers nearer the entry door were closer to where the experimenter’s hand enters the chamber at the end of the session (exposed), whereas levers at the inner end were more sheltered and further away from the outer room and approaching human hands. Here we saw a significant interaction between Group (low uncertainty versus high uncertainty) X CS lever (exposed vs sheltered) on day 8, which indicated there was a difference between the groups’ preference for either the exposed proximal versus the sheltered proximal lever (Interaction: $F_{(1,14)} = 8.877, p = 0.010$), while the two groups were not different in total lever pressing on proximal levers overall ($F_{(1,14)} = 1.618, p = 0.224$). That is, the initially high uncertainty group preferred the exposed cue ($t_{(1,7)} = 2.359, p = 0.050$), as shown in Fig. 2 (bottom part) on day 8, where high uncertainty almost doubled (195% increase) the number of presses for the exposed proximal lever compared to low uncertainty ($F_{(1,42)} = 18.737, p = 0.000$). By contrast, the initially low uncertainty group did not have a significant preference for either lever, and instead tended toward the sheltered lever with 145% more responding for the sheltered cue ($t_{(1,17)} = 1.811, p = 0.113$). This suggests that animals being initially exposed to high-level uncertainty in reward are more likely to recruit cues that are both far away from the reward (distal) and nearer to perceived danger (exposed) as targets for incentive salience attribution.

Overall these results suggest that across the first eight sessions, high reward uncertainty (location, probability, and magnitude combined) enhanced the incentive salience of all CS+ cues – whether distal, exposed or sheltered. In contrast, animals exposed to low reward uncertainty (location only) tended to ignore distal cues (and to a lesser extent exposed proximal cues) altogether in favor of directing their attention toward the proximal sheltered CS+ and the CS goal dish. These uncertainty effects transformed a broader spectrum of cues into motivational magnets, raised the attraction intensity of all motivational magnets, and support the hypothesis of a motivational enhancement effect of uncertainty in reward.
Fig. 4. Number of magazine entries in both groups of rats and the impact of unpaired high uncertainty on lever pressing. (A) Magazine entries during the presentation of all CS+ levers across varying levels of reward uncertainty. The initially high uncertainty group started with high uncertainty (d1–8) and ended with low uncertainty (d17–24), while the initially low uncertainty group started with low uncertainty (d1–8) and ended with high uncertainty (d17–24). Circles represent reward contingencies in each training block. (B) Lever presses for all CS+ levers across varying levels of reward uncertainty, including a group of animals exposed to high uncertainty conditions, but where CS+ presentations were unpaired from UCS delivery.
2.2.4. The enduring effects of uncertainty: incentive persistence (days 9–24)

In a second round of training, beginning on day 9, uncertainty conditions began to reverse. All rats were shifted to moderate uncertainty (location and probability, not magnitude) for 8 consecutive days, regardless of their initial condition. Effectively this was a reduction in uncertainty for the initially high uncertainty rats, and an increase in uncertainty for the initially low uncertainty rats. In moderate uncertainty conditions, half of all cue presentations were followed by the delivery of two sugar pellets, while the other half went unrewarded. Finally, during a third block of training, conditions were fully reversed (relative to the first training block). The initially high uncertainty group was finally exposed to 8 days of low uncertainty. Conversely, the initially low uncertainty group was exposed to high uncertainty. The goal of this full reversal manipulation was to determine how enduring was the enhancement of incentive salience induced by an early exposure to high uncertainty when uncertainty conditions subsequently reversed gradually but completely. For this reason, the two training blocks (between days 9 and 16 and between days 17 and 24) will not be discussed separately; we are only interested in the evolution of performance between days 8 and 24 – i.e., before and after rats have experienced a reversal in the training conditions.

On day 24, rats initially exposed to high uncertainty still showed a greater attraction to lever cues ($F_{(1,47)} = 5.054, p = 0.029$) – that is, after 8 days of low uncertainty training – than rats initially exposed to low uncertainty, which had now been exposed to 8 days of high uncertainty. There was also no decrement in the total number of lever presses for the initially high uncertainty group – now under low uncertainty – as a result of exposure to decreasingly uncertain conditions from day 8 and day 24 on any of the three levers ($F_{(1,7)} \leq 0.25, ps \geq 0.632$). If anything, responses on the sheltered lever almost showed a significant increase ($F_{(1,7)} = 5.184, p = 0.057$). Similarly, there was no increase in the number of lever presses on any of the three levers for the initially low uncertainty group – now under high uncertainty – as a result of exposure to increasingly uncertain conditions from day 8 to day 24 ($F_{(1,7)} \leq 1.548, ps \geq 0.254$). The initially high uncertainty group did however show a decrease in the speed to reach all three levers ($F_{(1,23)} = 14.895, p = 0.001$) as a result of the change in conditions, suggesting a slight reduction in motivation. Whereas exposure to high uncertainty produced a just significant increase in the number of sniffs directed at the levers ($F_{(1,23)} = 4.264, p = 0.050$), suggesting a possible ramping up in motivation.

In addition, the distal lever remained a more powerful motivational magnet for the group initially exposed to high uncertainty, than for the group initially exposed to low uncertainty but now highly uncertain. In other words, the enhancement induced by initial high uncertainty was persistent, and initial exposure proved enduringly more potent than later exposure at enhancing incentive salience. The distal lever elicited more looks and approaches ($F_{(1,42)} \geq 7.554, ps \leq 0.009$), more nibbles ($F_{(1,42)} = 4.885, p = 0.032$), and more lever presses ($F_{(1,42)} = 7.329, p = 0.01$) from the initially high uncertainty group than from the initially low uncertainty group on day 24 – i.e., when the uncertainty conditions were reversed. In contrast, the initially low uncertainty group showed no increase in attraction toward the distal cue in the form of either look, approach, or contact ($F_{(1,7)} \leq 0.839, ps \geq 0.390$), or lever presses ($F_{(1,7)} = 1.548, p = 0.254$).

Approaches and presses on the proximal levers did not differ ($F_{(1,42)} \leq 2.588, ps \geq 0.115$) – as was already the case with the sheltered proximal lever on day 8, although the number of nibbles
directed at the sheltered proximal lever was larger in the initially high uncertainty group \((F_{1,42} = 23.103, p = 0.000)\). The lack of observed difference seen between the two groups on the proximal levers may be due to a ceiling effect, whereby both groups were approaching and contacting both proximal levers on >95% of trials.

As one final comparison, we compared each group after they were respectively exposed to 8 consecutive days of high uncertainty – i.e., day 8 for the group of initially high uncertainty and day 24 for the group of initially low uncertainty. The initially high uncertainty group again showed dramatically higher motivation than the initially low uncertainty group \((F_{1,42} = 6.425, p < 0.017)\) – i.e., 2.3 times more nibbles on and 2.1 times faster to approach the distal lever when both were tested under high uncertainty conditions. In addition, the distal lever cue generated far more attraction when animals were exposed to high uncertainty early on (look: \(F_{1,42} = 58.295, p = 0.000\); approach: \(F_{1,42} = 19.131, p = 0.000\); contact: \(F_{1,42} = 9.995, p = 0.003\); presses: \(F_{1,42} = 4.868, p = 0.033\)). This evidence lends support to the idea that early exposure to uncertain conditions enduringly enhances the incentive value of discrete predictive cues (particularly distal ones) in a manner that is long lasting and persists even when reward uncertainty is returned back down to low levels.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 suggested that the impact of uncertainty could be particularly felt on distal cues, where a distal lever was more attractive when rats received early exposure to highly uncertain rewards. However it could be argued that location uncertainty for a shifting position of lever CS+ regarding where the cue would be presented next might be responsible for the added attraction garnered by the distal cue. Experiment 2 further examines this relationship between reward uncertainty and the incentive value of a distal lever without the possible confounds of presenting a shifting location.

3.1. Materials and methods

Female Sprague-Dawley rats \((N = 24;\) age: 66–211 days old) were housed in the same conditions as in Experiment 1.

3.1.1. Apparatus

The apparatus used was identical to that presented in Experiment 1 but the front proximal exposed lever acted merely as a control stimulus, while the proximal sheltered lever was never extended. Only a single back right (distal sheltered, DS) lever or back left (distal exposed, DE) lever was presented to rats as CS+ (counterbalanced assignment across rats).

3.1.2. Groups

Rats were randomly separated into two groups of 12 individuals. Each group was characterized in terms of a probability (100% or 50%) and a magnitude (1 or 3 pellets) of reward delivery per trial. In the certain group (100%-1), rats received one sucrose pellet for each presentation of a lever, that is, a total of 40 pellets per session. In the uncertain group (50%-1-2-3), rats received, on average, either no pellet with a 50% probability, or 1, 2 or 3 pellets with an equal probability (16.7% for each reward amount) for each lever presentation – i.e., a total of 38–42 pellets per session. Thus those rats were exposed to a combined probability/magnitude reward uncertainty.

3.1.3. Procedure

All the rats were exposed to a daily session of 40 trials for five consecutive days. They were trained with only one distal lever (either DS or DE counterbalanced) paired with either reward certainty (100%-1 group) or reward uncertainty (50%-1-2-3 group).

3.1.4. Statistical analyses

Behavior was analyzed on the basis of computer-recorded information (number of lever presses and of magazine entries), and video recordings on the first and last training sessions (days 1 and 5) were used to determine the number of looks, approaches, and contacts directed to the lever and to the magazine. The statistical tests used here were identical to those used in Experiment 1.

3.2. Results

After only three sessions of training under either certain (100%-1) or uncertain (50%-1-2-3) conditions, the uncertain group showed a far greater attraction toward the distal cue in approach and CS+ lever pressing \((F_{1,42} = 7.98, p = 0.018)\), which persisted through to the fifth day of training (day 5: \(F_{1,42} = 5.946, p = 0.016)\). Uncertain rats were 3 times more likely (64% vs. 21.7%) to sign-track and approach and contact the distal lever than the certain rats (look: \(t_{22} = 4.734, p < 0.000,\) contact: \(t_{22} = 4.182, p = 0.000\)), whereas the 100%-1 certain rats were more likely to go-back-track and approach the sucrose dish (look, approach, contact: \(t_{22} = 2.479, p < 0.021\)). The difference developed gradually over 5 days of training, and did not exist on the first day \((F_{1,42} = 0.033, p = 0.855)\). A comparison of the first and last training days indicated a significant increase in lever pressing within the 50%-1-2-3 uncertain group \((F_{2,10} = 4.576, p = 0.039)\). On average, rats under uncertain conditions pressed the CS+ lever 37 times on day 5 compared to less than 4 times for rats in the certain group, and 25% of the uncertain individuals (3/12) pressed the lever more than 100 times during the last session. By contrast, 100%-1 certain rats showed a significant decrease in the number of lever presses across days 1–5 \((F_{2,12} = 7.296, p = 0.011)\). There was however no difference between either group in their attraction for the control lever \((F_{2,12} = 2.081, p = 0.163)\). Certain = 17.15 responses, Uncertain = 26.28 responses.

When examined separately, the animals in the certain group (100%-1) showed a 4.6 fold preference for the sheltered distal (DS) lever over the more exposed distal lever (DE), while this preference for the DS over the DE was only 1.8 for the animals in the uncertain group (50%-1-2-3). At first glance, this might suggest that the certain rats tend to avoid the exposed lever more than the uncertain rats. However, there was no effect of lever type and no Group × Lever type interaction on day 5 \((F_{1,10} = 0.642, p = 0.442)\).

As training progressed, although the overall number of dish entries increased for both groups over 5 days (Day: \(F_{4,48} = 2.454, p = 0.052\); Group × Day: \(F_{4,48} = 2.938, p = 0.025\)), the mean number of goal dish entries was greater in the 100%-1 group, but became significantly different from the 50%-1-2-3 group only on day 5 \((F_{1,2} = 5.575, p = 0.027)\). Interestingly, on day 5, all 100%-1 certain rats had become strong goal-trackers (12/12). In contrast, goal-trackers represented only 58% (7/12) of the 50%-1-2-3 uncertain group, whereas 25% (3/12) of animals in this group were strong sign-trackers and 17% (2/12) displayed mixed behavior. This indicates that reward uncertainty tends to make rats more attracted to the lever CS+ than they are under reward certainty, even relative to a distal cue.

4. General discussion

Our study first showed that initial exposure to high levels of uncertainty in CS–UCS reward prediction (in location, probability, and magnitude) leads to a greater and more persistent attraction toward discrete predictive cues than a lower level of uncertainty
associated with the more absolute certainty of a 100% reliable prediction. First, the enhanced attraction and sign-tracking response to CS+ levers seen after initial exposure to uncertainty endured even when CS–UCS prediction switched to purely 100% certain (although there were signs to suggest a mild decrease in motivation). This suggests that the behavioral consequences of an initial exposure to CS+ reward high uncertainty are relatively long-lasting. Second, we showed that reward uncertainty expands the stimulus domain of incentive candidates to include discrete CS+s that normally would be non-preferred (either because they were too exposed to potentially threaten association with outside humans or because they were too distant physically from UCS reward to be optimal as incentives). Uncertainty recruited those non-preferred exposed and/or distal cues and imbued them with higher levels of incentive salience, so that they too became potent motivational magnets able to elicit rapid approach and intense nibbles, and draw the rat away from the location of the UCS reward itself (goal dish).

4.1. Incentive salience attribution to distal cues

The proximity of the CS+ cue to the goal dish site of reward retrieval seemed to be of importance to the attribution of incentive salience. In general, the opposite-wall distal levers (30 cm away) were interacted with up to 2.5 times less than the proximal same-wall levers (4 cm away). This is likely due to the increased distance of the distal levers from the sucrose dish. It indicates that the proximal levers ordinarily tend to receive more incentive salience than the distal levers (see also [30]), but also that the spatial envelope of incentive salience attribution can be expanded by uncertainty to include discrete CS+ targets further away. This may tend to push an uncertainty-influenced gambler to be drawn in by a greater myriad of cues that surround the gambling experience. The results of our study also indicate that having several different cues appear from different locations (Experiment 1) makes a given distal CS+ lever more ‘wanted’ than when it is presented alone as sole CS+ (Experiment 2), and that the overall attraction of a distal cue is greater when cues are uncertain (Experiment 1 sign-trackers: high uncertainty (75%) vs. low uncertainty (25%)). This suggests that the occurrence of many uncertain cues tend to recruit each other and have a cumulative effect, just as the lights, sounds, and a game’s outcome may have in gambling situations.

4.2. ‘Risky’ and ‘safe’ levers

Though rats were never in any danger during autoshaping, they may still have perceived threat or affordances for anxiety, especially related to intrusions from the larger outside world of the laboratory, as might be engendered in an elevated plus maze [31]. The door on one wall of the chamber opened to allow the human researcher to reach in and remove the animal (an occurrence which rats often retreat from), and exposed the animal to the bright lights of the testing room, and a potentially unsafe area (ledge) far above the floor. As such, rats may have associated the exposed side of the chamber with anxiety, relative to the more sheltered and safer recessed side of the chamber. This would make the levers on the exposed side of the cage relatively unattractive compared to levers on the sheltered side of the chamber, and may explain why after 8 days of training the animals under initially certain conditions showed a bias (145% increase in lever presses) in their lever pressing responses toward the proximal sheltered lever over the proximal exposed lever. However the most apparent effect was that initial high uncertainty enhanced the attractiveness of the proximal exposed lever in Experiment 1 (156% more lever presses than for the sheltered lever), and reduced the moderate incentive advantage of the proximal sheltered lever, suggesting that high levels of uncertainty may tend to make ‘riskier’ cues more attractive. Experiment 2 failed to
highlight this effect using exposed and sheltered distal levers, perhaps because the overall attractiveness of a distal lever remains modest when compared with that of a proximal lever. As a result, the responses to exposed and sheltered distal levers may appear less contrasted. In other words, uncertainty seems to produce a relative increase in the value of ‘riskier’ cues to the point that animals are willing to put themselves into perceived danger to interact with them.

Overall, the recruitment of non-preferred exposed/distal cues suggests a possible slant toward riskier behavior, or at least toward riskier CSs. These results bring additional support to the idea that reward uncertainty is a source of motivation in animals and humans, which may help account for the powerful attraction seen in gambling [19,20,23–25].

4.3. Initial learning is powerfully persistent

The increased attraction (seen as sign-tracking responses) bestowed upon a CS+ lever cue by uncertainty was largely influenced by the first experiences with the CS–UCS relationship. Rats exposed to initially high uncertainty still demonstrated higher sign-tracking than rats exposed to initially low uncertainty even after their conditions were reversed. This result seems consistent with evidence that early exposure to an unpredictable environment helps lead to subsequent susceptibility to gambling [32] and that early gambling behaviors are predictive of later gambling behavior [33]. Animals who experience for the first time the sucrose pellets under highly uncertain conditions of prediction might develop a persistently greater interest in the CS+ than animals that are initially exposed to the sucrose pellets with a more certain delivery. It also might be relevant to note that rats reared in isolation develop a stronger propensity to sign-track [34] and to prefer uncertain, suboptimal rewards in a dual-choice test [35] compared with individuals reared in socially enriched environments.

The effects of initial exposure to uncertainty persisted even when conditions changed to more certain prediction in a manner that resembles the enduring pattern of incentive sensitization. The process of incentive sensitization denotes the fact that repeated drug consumption induces persistent neuroadaptations of the dopaminergic systems that progressively sensitize an individual to the drug as well as to Pavlovian incentive cues associated with drug-taking [36]. The result is specifically higher ‘wanting’ triggered by drug-associated CS+. In our experiments, no drugs were used but it seems interesting to note similarities in behavioral patterns resulting from repeated drug consumption and repeated exposure to early uncertainty.

According to incentive-sensitization theory, mesolimbic dopamine elevation helps transform ‘cold’ addiction-related stimuli into more ‘wanted’ incentives. The suggestion we raise here is that Pavlovian uncertainty might recruit brain mesolimbic systems to enduringly become hyper-reactive to cues in ways that resemble sensitization of the brain reward systems seen in drug addiction (more below) [37–39]. This may also interact with other routes to produce mesolimbic sensitization. For example, stress-induced behavioral sensitization has been shown to increase vulnerability to acquisition of amphetamine self-administration [40]. If uncertainty caused or coincided with a stress response, this might induce a long-lasting sensitization increasing the incentive salience of the CS+ lever. Consistent with this suggestion, it has been shown that in autoshaping, sign-trackers release more dopamine, and possess higher corticosterone levels, than goal-trackers [41,42], and microinjections of corticotropin-releasing factor – a stress-related neurotransmitter – into the shell region of the nucleus accumbens increase cue-triggered motivation for sucrose reward in a similar way to amphetamine [43].

4.4. Uncertainty and dopamine

Evidence suggests that presentation of a CS+ cue elicits greater release of mesolimbic dopamine and recruits subcortical brain regions to a larger extent in sign-trackers, rather than goal-trackers who preferentially engage the goal dish [3,6,44]. Thus sign-tracking is a reliable way of indexing incentive motivation (or ‘wanting’), a process influenced by dopamine levels in the nucleus accumbens [45–47].

The dramatic increase in sign-tracking and attraction to all cues raises the possibility here that early exposure to high uncertainty conditions may lead to more CS+-related dopamine release in the mesolimbic pathway compared to low uncertainty conditions of perfect prediction. Several studies have highlighted the role of midbrain dopamine in coding reward uncertainty in primates [37,48], healthy humans [49,50], and pathological gamblers [27]. These studies suggest that more dopamine can be released when the event’s probability of occurrence is more uncertain (is or is close to 50%) for a two-outcome event than when its probability is less uncertain. More precisely, electrophysiological recordings show sustained activation of midbrain dopamine neurons from the onset of a CS to the expected time of reward delivery provided that the probability of reward is 50% [37]. Conversely, reward uncertainty could also require the activation of additional non-dopaminergic neurons. In this respect, Monosov and Hikosaka [51] found neurons in the primate anterior dorsal septal region that are sensitive to uncertain rewards, but not uncertain punishments.

5. Conclusion

This study brings additional support to the notion that reward uncertainty can spur cue-triggered incentive motivation in many species, including rats and humans. Our results strongly suggest that uncertainty magnifies the incentive salience attributed to a discrete CS+ for reward, underlying sign-tracking in rats. The pattern of motivation enhancement may implicate a mesolimbic dopamine mechanism. We think that the processes underpinning enhanced motivation of rats may be related to those recruited by the uncertainty about sounds, lights, and game’s outcome at casinos, which contributes to the compulsiveness of pathological gambling in humans.
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